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We are
AgenZ

 
Here at AgenZ we like to tell real stories from real people, connecting with others 
on a deeper level. We believe that authenticity transcends the younger generation, 

and that it has the power to connect to the entire world. 



time·less
/’tīmlǝs/

adjective

Not affected by the passage of time or changes in fashion.

Similar: lasting, classic, enduring, ageless, permanent, 
perpetual, everlasting, eternal, never dying, 
unchanging, unfailing, changless, immutable
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Badcock Home Furniture &more is one of the largest privately-held, family-owned 
and operated home furnishings companies in the United States (Hoover’s, 2019). 
Their large selection of furniture, mattresses, appliances, and electronics make 
Badcock Home Furniture &more the ideal retail store to furnish every room of 
the home. Badcock has been known as a furniture store with great customer 

service and competitive pricing and financing.

A challenge arises as Badcock’s customer base ages and the younger 25-34 
demographic has a different perspective of Badcock Home Furniture &more or 

has no brand recognition. 

The company is quickly encroaching on its goal of $1.0 billion in sales in a 
fiscal year. To continue on the growth trajectory we at the agenZ recommend 
Badcock Home Furniture &more to target the 25-34 consumer segments. From 
our extensive situation analysis, primary research, and secondary research we 
were  able to pinpoint a S.W.O.T report of the company, recommend specific 
potentially profitable target segments, develop a marketing plan, develop an 

integrated marketing plan, create a creative brief and a media plan. 

We at the agenZ believe that with the right plan Badcock Home Furniture &more 
will continue to grow and flourish. 
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Industry Analysis: U.S. Furniture Stores
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
Industry Analysis: U.S. Furniture Stores

COMPANIES OPERATING WITHIN THE 
furniture Store industry within the United 
States primarily sell furniture for office, 
household and outdoor use. More specifically, 
the dominant products sold include, but are 
not limited to, living room furniture, bedroom 
furniture, dining room furniture, and room 
accents (rugs, lamps, recliners, etc.)
 According  to  IBISWorld, the success and 
growth of the furniture industry is dependent 
on the performance of the US economy, 
residential market, and consumer sentiment. 
As consumer attitudes become increasingly 
positive and discretionary spending grows 
within the next five years, industry revenue 
continues to experience positive growth and 
large purchases such as that of home

Industry Overview furniture become more frequent and 
affordable.

 In addition, research shows that 
a correlation exists between healthy 
homeownership rates and furniture purchases. 
It is likely that as the homeownership, not 
rental, market growth continues to expand, 
the customer base expands to include 
consumers making furniture purchases to 

furnish their new residences.
The US Furniture Industry is highly 
fragmented, saturated with both large 
companies and a variety of small, private 
businesses partially because of the low 
barriers to entry. With that being said, there 
is no clear company that currently commands 
the market; however, two companies who are 
currently dominating are Ashley Furniture 

Industries, Inc. and Inter IKEA Systems BV.
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NOT ONLY DOES THE INDUSTRY FACE 
competition within, external industry 
competitors from department stores, 
online retailers, retail trade sectors, and 
mass merchandisers are proving to be an 
increasing threat. Mass merchandisers 
and department stores such as Walmart 
Inc., Target, Costco Wholesalers, and Sears 
are able to sell products like desks, chairs, 
mattresses, living room sets and more are 
extremely discounted rates due to their 
buying power. These competitive pricings 
present a huge risk to the furniture industry. 
On the other hand, online retailers are 
also threatening industry revenue growth. 
Companies like wayfair.com and overstock.
com are able to offer competitive pricing, 
convenience, and increased variety with the 
absence of showroom and holding costs. 

External Drivers
 Due to a high number of existing 
competitors within the industry and external 
industry competitors, prices may remain on 
the lower end overall, resulting in generally 
low earnings. Industry saturation makes 
competition fierce and company/brand 
differentiation that much more difficult. 
Some ways that companies try to separate 
themselves from their competitors is 
through superb staffing/customer service, 
brand awareness, and flexible financing 
options. Some companies have gone as far 
as to hire interior designers whose purpose 
is to consult consumers and aid in planning 

rooms for their homes.
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Industry Profit
and Projection
AS A RESULT OF ALL THE PREVIOUSLY 
mentioned factors and their varied 
impacts, the US Furniture Industry profit 
has seen its highs and lows, particularly a 
slight decline in profit margins, measured 
as earnings before interest and tax, 
between 2014 (4.6%) and 2019 (4.4%), 
according to IBISWorld. This decline is 
mainly attributed to an increase in wages 
and the intensity of in-industry price 
based competition. The industry revenue 
reached $64.6B and is projected to reach 
$68.3B by 2024, citing a 1.1% increase. The 
US Furniture Industry is characterized by 
a stable market currently in the mature 
stage of its lifecycle. It is projected that 
the industry performance will grow

parallel to that od the US economy.
Technological growth is relatively low, and 
there is a potential for future opportunity 
in this area for the industry overall.
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Consumer 
Perspective

BADCOCK HOME FURNITURE &MORE 
HAS a revenue of $51.4 million. This 
places the furniture chain in the 
mature stage. However, the company 
is constantly adapting to changing 
consumer tastes, due to the competitive 

landscape, such as 



physical stores losing market share to 
online operators. As customers purchase 
more furniture, the company is switching 
towards premium and higher-quality 
furniture. 

 From a consumer perspective, 
Badcock Home Furniture &more 
incorporates accessories into their stores, 
transforming the furniture store into a 
one stop shop. Badcock offers a large 
variety of products including appliances, 
lawn equipment, electronics, mattresses, 
rugs, bedding, lighting, wall art, and other 
decorative accessories. In order to promote 
their seasonal products, the brand posts 
and promotes the new product through 
social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, and 
Instagram to receive high engagement. 
Offering a limited time offer is appealing 
to the audience, encouraging them to buy 
it during the timeframe when it’s available, 
along with sharing it with their friends and 
family. 

 According to IBISWorld, when 
consumer spending is high, they are more 
likely to spend their money in furniture and 
accessory shops. The consumer confidence 
index is likely to go up in 2020; therefore, 
even establishments that do not solely 
offer furniture products will experience 
an increase in sales. In addition, from a 
consumer perspective, Badcock Home 
Furniture &more is also seen as a huge 
financial assistant. With the inclusion 
of crediting options, consumers view 
the company as trying to work with the 
consumer, whether or not they can pay for 
the furniture all upfront. 

 At the furniture retail level, Ashley 
Furniture HomeStore and IKEA are also 
leaders, with consumers citing the two 
companies as direct competitors. 

In the technological environment, furniture 
and accessories have not experienced 
much change because they cannot be 
changed much with technology. When 
specifically addressing Badcock Home 
Furniture &more, some consumers view 
the company as outdated.
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COMPANY 
ANALYSIS

Company History
FOUNDED IN 1904, W.S. BADCOCK 
Corporation is one of the largest privately-
held, family-owned and operated home 
furnishings companies in the United States. 
Headquartered in Mulberry, Florida, its 
372 corporate and associate dealer stores 
employ more than 2,400 employees in 
eight southeastern states. Its branded 
Badcock Home Furniture &more stores 
and e-commerce website carry a complete 
line of furniture, appliances, bedding, 
electronics, home office, accessories, 
and seasonal items while offering easy 
in-house financing for its customers 

(Hoovers, 2019).

Locations: 372 stores, 66 are corporate-
owned and 306 are part of the Badcock 
dealer-owned network. Approximately one 

new store opens every month. 

• 1914:Henry opened the first Badcock 
store in Mulberry, FL.

• 1920: Henry’s son, Wogan, buys the store 
from him. Wogan sets the groundwork 
for the dealer model and for the practice 
of selling furniture to customers on 
credit and collecting on installment 

accounts from these customers.
• 1963: Wogan’s son, Wogan Stanhope 

Badcock Jr., at the age of 31, assumed 
the position of President of the W.S. 

Badcock Corporation.
• 1967: Badcock expanded outside of the 

state of Florida, opening a store location 
in Valdosta, GA.

• 1969 to 1976: Rapid expansion occurred. 
150 furnishing locations opened.

• 1980’s: Growth continued with over 
175 stores producing annual sales 
upwards of $100 million. As the store 
count continued to grow, so did the 
Badcock footprint. Badcock opened 
stores in South Carolina, North Carolina, 

Mississippi, and Tennessee.
• 1999: The corporate image “and more” 

took on a whole new look and design. 
The traditional blue and orange logo 
of the 1960’s was replaced with the 
logo that stands today. Badcock also 
launched the “Store 2000 Conversion 
Project”, which featured new storefronts 
and a more customer friendly, open-

layout interior redesign. 
• 2000: The first Badcock Home Furniture 

&more retail store built from the ground 
up celebrated its ribbon cutting in Dade 

City, Florida.
• 2013: Badcock Home Furniture &more 

began working on the next refresh 
of stores, featuring new floor plans, 
interior colors, and a sleek new identity 

wall.
• 2018: Badcock Home Furniture &more 

is named “Retailer of the Year” by the 
National Home Furnishings Association.History Timeline : 

• 1914: Henry Stanhope Badcock, an 
immigrant from England, founded the 
W.S. Badcock Corporation.
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• 2019: Badcock Home Furniture &more 
has 372 locations in eight states. It is 
projected to reach $1 Billion in sales by 

the end of 2020.
((W.S. Badcock Corporation, “About 

us”):Globenewswire)

Culture/Mission
/Purpose
Purpose: Building lasting relationships by 
providing everyone the opportunity to fulfill 
their dream of making their house a home.

Core Values: Fairness, Integrity, 
Determination

Core Principles:  Customer Focus, Family 
Environment, Lasting Relationships

 For Badcock in particular, the 
unique dealer model provides dealers 
with consigned inventory and an in-store 
financing option for the customers, so the 
capital expenses are lower. The past 100+ 
years have proven Badcock as a successful, 
stable company with a long history of 
customer satisfaction. Badcock eagerly 
embarks on a plan of continued growth 
and modernization that includes further 
integration of its Badcock &more concept 
as well as expansion plans throughout the 
Southeast.

Company Product
AS STATED IN ITS NAME, BADCOCK HOME 
furniture &more sells home furnishings, 
and the “more” points to its offerings of 
mattresses, home decor, appliances, and 
electronics. 

Product Characteristics:

Badcock Home Furniture &more’s products 
are high-quality merchandise, value, and 

exceptional customer service.

Badcock Home Furniture &more is 
recognized for its superior service, and they 
get their bedroom furniture supply from 
Embassy International, upholstery supplier 
Hughes Furniture Inds., IBC and Park 
Place in bedding, The Import Company in 

tabletop, and Samsung Electronics.

Badcock Home Furniture &more offers 
furniture for every room in the house:

Living Room: There are various types of 
seating offerings with different styles, 
colors,and fabrics. Newer seating offerings 
have power reclining features, decorative 

lighting, and usb power ports.
• Sofas

• Sectional Sofas
• Loveseats

• Chairs-living Room
• Recliners

• Sleeper Sofas
• Ottomans

• Home Entertainment
• Home Office

• Area Rugs
Dining Room: There various dining styles 
that complement the popular styles of the 

South East. 
• Tables
• Chairs 

• Servers
• Barstools
• Bedroom: 

• Dressers and Mirrors
• Chests

• Youth Bedroom
• Nightstands

• Linens
• Media Chests

Mattresses:
• Complete Mattress Set Special:
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Saves Money
• Serta
• Stanhope Company Brand

Appliances
• Package Specials w/ discount  such 

as 3 piece range, refrigerator and 
dishwasher. 

• Refrigerators
• Freezers
• Washers
• Dryers
• Ranges
• Microwaves
• Vacuums

Electronics
• TVs
• Computers and Tablets
• Home Theater
• Gaming and Audio

Decor & Accents
• Accent Furniture
• Area Rugs-décor & Accents
• Lamps & Lighting
• Table Top Accessories
• Wall Décor
• Silks & Floral
• Linens-décor & Accents
• Pillows

Seasonal*
• Varies

Relevant Pricing Strategies: 

 Badcock Home Furniture &more 
has a value oriented pricing strategy. The 
company is able to price competitively, or 
potentially even lower than competitors, 
due to the volume of furniture that they 
sell.
 Value-based pricing is a strategy 
of setting prices primarily based on a 
consumer’s perceived value of a product or 
service. 

Value pricing is customer-focused pricing, 
meaning companies base their pricing on 
how much the customer believes a product 

is worth (Bloomenthal, 2020).

Distribution Strategies: 

 Badcock Home Furniture &more 
currently has three (3) Distribution Centers 
(DCs). These 3 facilities are located in 
Mulberry, FL; Mebane, NC; and LaGrange, 
GA. These DCs will fulfill all dealer and 
corporate store shipments and home 
deliveries for the corporate stores. The 
Dealer stores, however, will fulfill home 

deliveries from their own warehouses.

Badcock Home Furniture &more’s Dealer 
Network

 Dealer stores are individually 
owned and operated with the support 
and guidance of the corporation. Some 
of the areas of support include accounts 
receivables, credit and collections services, 
and brand advertising. Recent changes in 
the way. Dealer stores are paid out and a 
shift of some owner responsibilities back 
to the corporation has resulted in a level 
of restored enthusiasm and vigor in the 
Dealer community and increased interest 
from potential new owners 
The dealer network has allowed Badcock 
Home Furniture &more to grow rapidly. 
The corporation bears the majority of 
the financial burden in terms of product 
sourcing, purchasing and carrying an 
inventory. Within the past two years, the 
company shifted from having a transaction-
based compensation program for its 
dealers to a sales-based model, whereas 
the dealers now get credited for the sales 
and are compensated according to a sale 
closing, not based on when money is 
collected or financing is paid back to the 
company.
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Past and Current Ads: 

 Some previous and current 
advertisement mediums that Badcock 
Home Furniture &more uses is direct 
mail, online ads, and social media. Most 
of the design and advertising within the 
furniture industry maintain very similar 
characteristics, and are photograph and 
price heavy. Furniture stores are evaluated 
on price and quality rather than appeal 
and advertising. The ads embody the 
stereotypical furniture advertisement 
format, especially the direct mail ads. 
 Time should be spent in order to 
develop an individual look for the company 
to both benefit the brand and make it 
stand out within the industry. Furniture 
companies typically advertise and promote 
through holiday sales on the cover page of 
direct mail ads, along with pictures of their 
products with prices. The ads should focus 
more on Badcock’s differentiating factors 
such as their flexible in-house financing 
options along with their unique furniture 
lines, such as the Stanhope collection. 
Examples of suggested ads and ad copy as 
well as where the ads should appear are 
included in the Creative Offerings (p. 72) 
and the Media Plan (p. 92).
 There is an absence of a uniform 
promotional campaign across different 
media. AgenZ strives to eliminate consumer 
confusion by developing a consistent 
campaign that can be repurposed across 
various media. 

Direct Mail
 
 Badcock Home Furniture &more 
typically sends out two mailer inserts every 
month. Each mailer insert focuses on ad 
themes, key promotions and credit offers 
Badcock Home Furniture &more is using in 
their advertising process. 

 Direct mail should still be sent out bi-
monthly and should continue to focus on 
current deals and discounts that the stores 
offer. 
 One of Badcock’s weaknesses is 
their direct mail ads, especially for the bi-
folds is that the brand is not distinctive 
or recognizable, which may result in 
potential customers throwing away the 
advertisement before it is viewed due to 
not identifying the brand. The company’s 
name is printed at the bottom of these 
flyers, a suggestion is to move the name 
to the top or front page of the ad so it has 
higher visibility. Consider switching the bi-
fold mailer inserts to those that only contain 
one fold, as more customers prefer that 
type of style for mailer ads. A more unique 
style and format should be considered 
for the content of the mail ads, such as a 

catalog format.
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Online Ads

 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
current website is aesthetically pleasing and 
fairly easy to navigate. However, the design 
of the holiday sale tends to clash with the 
rest of the website and it is evident that the 
design team is different for holiday ads. The 
ads are inconsistent with one another and 
tend to clash with one another at times, 
depending on the holiday sale or ad that 
is promoted at the moment. The top half 
of the website appears more playful and 
informal compared to the lower half of the 
website, which appears more refined and 
suitable towards an older target audience. 

 The tabs are very detailed and contain 
thoroughly defined categories which make 
it easy to navigate for the customer. The 
landing page of the website slowly pans 
through five categories with photographs 
of what Badcock Home Furniture &more 
is currently promoting, along with 
emphasizing the company’s unique feature, 
including its financing options. The link to 
the blog should be more defined, as the 
blog is updated once a month, yet it is 
difficult to locate with the current interface 
of the website. The top banner section of 
the website is cluttered, due to the location 
of the “nearest location” feature, this can be 
moved further down the website such as 
off to the side or at the very bottom, next to 
the “store locator” section or near customer 

service. 

Media Advertising - Television Ads

 Badcock Home Furniture &more 
uses video and television ads to promote 
their products and deals, with the jingle, 
“Badcock &more, makes it easy.” Due to 
the company’s mention of their name and 
catchy jingle, the slogan becomes stuck 
or ingrained within one’s head, making it 
easier to recall. The company would benefit 
from having a presence on YouTube, as 
potential customers who are interested in

what products the brand has to offer, or 
even just a preview of the furniture store 
itself, would be able to preview beforehand. 
YouTube is an outlet that enables Badcock 
in gaining prospective consumers, even 
if they do not purchase a product the first 

time an ad is shown to them.
 The ads are difficult to locate online, 
and Badcock would greatly benefit from 
starting their own YouTube channel and 
reposting their television ads on the 

platform.

Social Media

 Badcock Home Furniture &more 
posts regularly about their products, 
promotions, sweepstakes, giveaways, deals 
and discounts on their Facebook page. 
The Instagram page has more activity and 
is updated every few days. Their LinkedIn 
page has less activity and is used once or 
twice a week for company updates. The 
company’s sales are also posted on their 
Facebook and Instagram after it is mailed 
out. On the company’s Facebook, the page 
interacts with the audience, responding to 
customer’s questions through Facebook 

replies.
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 One of the potential goals of the 
corporation is to reinforce customer 
interaction and strengthen brand loyalty 
through social media and with the 
implementation of a new rewards/loyalty 
program. This goal can be achieved within 
the next five to ten years, and it has the 
ability to engage consumers by frequently 
offering deals and discounts to the target 
audience through social media such as 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 
 Social media is a tool that is utilized 
by corporations, and it has become a 
driving force for Badcock’s proficient 
public relations. AgenZ suggests that the 
company optimizes customer engagement 
by focusing on customer wants and needs 
while using a “less is more” strategy for 
online posting. Examples include platforms 
such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. 

Facebook

 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
Facebook page has 249,535 likes. 
Their company page promotes their 
latest furniture collections and holiday 
promotions along with special occasions for 
their retail  stores, such as the re-opening 
and reconstruction of their Lynn Haven 
dealer store after a devastating hurricane.
 Badcock posts almost daily on its 
Facebook page, sometimes multiple posts 
within a day. The company includes holiday 
posts along with local and daily events, 
such as being the official furniture store for 
the Florida Strawberry Festival in 2020 and 
posting in honor of National Compliment 
Day. Badcock’s Facebook content is typically 
visually appealing, and the page is used 
frequently enough, albeit a bit too often, to 
catch the attention of their target audience.
  Badcock can optimize customer 
engagement through focusing on customer 
wants and needs while using a “less is

more” strategy for posting online. It is 
recommended for the company to reduce 
their amount of Facebook posts to three 
to five times a week, in order to prevent 
the audience from unfollowing or unliking 
the page due to excess posting. Customer 
engagement needs to be more consistent 
for the Facebook page, as the company will 
respond to some comments on their posts, 

but not others. 

LinkedIn

 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
LinkedIn has 2,119 followers. The company 
has consistent activity and an overall good 
presence on the platform. The main page 
contains an overview which describes 
their company history, financing options, 
company size, motto, and core principles. 
However, when “Get directions” is selected, 
the link does not take the user anywhere, 

and nothing happens on the page. 
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Pinterest

 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
Pinterest page has potential, with 445.5k 
monthly viewers, 2.6K followers and 78 
boards. The company’s Pinterest page 
is very well organized and user-friendly, 
with organized categories and a brief 
explanation at the top of the page. The 
categories are broken down by holiday, 
tips, blog content, and various information, 
along with a sales & promotions category 
with the latest coupons from the company. 
 It would be beneficial to the company 
to either group the categories by similar 
characteristics to make organization easier 
for viewers or to reduce the number of 
boards by placing similar category boards 
in a larger group topic that encompasses 
multiple topics (i.e. placing all of the holiday 
pins under one board). However, the issue 
to this recommendation is that the boards 
may become too cluttered, so it may be 
preferred to keep the holidays separate 
from one another within the board. This 
would keep their Pinterest organized and 
allow for maximum engagement by the 
user.

Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
Marketing Mix

 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
direct marketing efforts is mainly 
composed of print advertising through 
direct mail, and it includes television and 
online advertisements. Mailer inserts are 
sent out bi-monthly, at the beginning and 
middle of each month. Badcock showcases 
their products in their furniture stores 
and is occasionally featured on local news 

media and furniture magazines.
 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
social media use includes Facebook where 
they have 249,535 likes and 3,096 followers 
on Instagram. The company does not have 
a Twitter, but it may be beneficial to create 
one for consumers to check in at Badcock 
and use the #BadcockFurniture hashtag 
which has been tagged in 777 posts. Badcock 
has a LinkedIn where they have 2,102 
followers. Badcock posts regularly about 
their products, promotions, sweepstakes, 
giveaways, deals and discounts on their 
Facebook page. The Instagram page has 
more activity and is updated every few days. 
Their LinkedIn page has less activity and 
is used once or twice a week for company 
updates. The company’s sales are also 
posted on their Facebook and Instagram 

after it is mailed out. 

Product Analysis 
Update

Badcock Home Furniture &more’s products 
appeal to what consumers want both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. Consumers 
tend to lean towards Badcock, not only 
for the products, but for the experience 
as well. What sets Badcock aside from its 
competitors is the fact that the company 
offers flexible credit options through
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in-house financing, along with providing 
an atmosphere that enables customers to 

visualize furniture in their households.
 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
in-house financing options, customer 
service, and welcoming atmosphere give 
the company an advantage over traditional 
furniture companies. Badcock offers its 
customers exceptional value that differs 
in price and design but keeps quality and 
durability in mind. Pricing ranges from 
$500-$3000 on furniture products, but can 
cost as much as $2,998-$5,599 depending 
on the size and complexity of the furniture. 
Home furniture normally ranges from $500-
$1,500 in price. Badcock evaluates factors 
including quality, affordability, design, and 
technology when developing an inclusive 
price range for their products which gives 
them the ability to sell a certain product for 

that price to potential customers.
 Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
speciality has been their flexible credit and 
financing options which they have been 
offering to customers for years. In addition 
to the traditional Badcock financing, the 
company has also moved towards an 
alternative financing program through 
Snap Finance for consumers with no or less 

than perfect credit. 



Ageless
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COMPETITIVE 
ANALYSIS

INCLUDED BELOW IS A LIST OF DIRECT and 
indirect competitors that Agenz received 
from the Vice President of Marketing, 
Barbara Scherer, and from our personal 
experiences. Information regarding each 
company was gathered from Hoovers, a 
database for company profiles. The list 
we have created includes the following 
competitors: Wayfair, Amazon, Ashley 
Homestore, City Furniture, Rooms To Go, 
Aaron’s, and Target.

WAYFAIR IS ONE OF THE WORLD'S 
leading online retailers of home furniture, 
decor, lighting, and more. Founded in 
2002,  Wayfair is currently a fast-growing 
company that offers about 14 million 
products to different countries  including 
Canada and Germany; however, the 
most sales are generated in the United 
States. Wayfair targets the mass-market 
consumers, particularly 35- to 65-year-
old women with $50,000-$250,000 in 
household income. The company invests 
heavily in advertising. Wayfair spent $774 
million in 2018 and $550 million in 2017. 
Because of this success, the company has 
gained a high brand awareness, 

External Industry 
Competitors

jumping from 6% in 2012 to nearly 90% 
today in the U.S. Wayfair holds partnerships 
with celebrities such as Kelly Clarkson to 
appeal to consumers. Although brand 
awareness is high, Wayfair has yet to 
experience profit and does not have a 

secondary line of business to lean on. 
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AMAZON USED TO BE THE WORLD’S 
largest bookstore, according to 
Hoovers. Now, Amazon is the world’s 
biggest “everything” store, including 
books, other media, home furnishings, 
clothing, office products, and pet 
supplies. Amazon prides itself with their 
Prime membership, a membership 
available to those who pay $119-a-year, 
that provides two-day delivery and next 
day delivery options if products are 
stocked in a nearby fulfillment center. 
Amazon also offers a credit card for loyal 
customers who purchase items often on 
Amazon. For every Amazon purchase, 
the customer receives points that they 
can spend on a later purchase. 
 Agenz considers Amazon to be 
one of Badcock’s competitors because of 
the rise of online shopping and Amazon’s 
fast delivery. Within the home furniture 
section, Amazon provides a variety of 

different brands including Rivet, Stone & 
Beam, Ravenna Home, and Now House by 
Jonathan Adler. Customers can also take 
the “Take Our Home Style Quiz” to narrow 
the designs based on the customers’ taste 
of furniture, as well as editor’s picks for 

those who value professionals’ opinions.

Website

 The furniture section in the Amazon 
website is very straightforward. Once 
the customer lands on the page, all 
the categories home items are listed in 
squares making it very easy to navigate. As 
the customer scrolls down the page, they 
have the choice to shop by style, or maybe 
they want to see what the editors’ picks 

are, or they can look for certain brands.

Creative Critique
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Social Media: Instagram

 Amazon has multiple Instagram accounts for each department. Here are a 
few exams of posts with furniture; however lots of posts didn’t have the “typical 
furniture post.” Many photos were of home items such as supplies and decor.

See appendix for more
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Retail Trade Sectors

ASHLEY HOMESTORE IS ONE OF 
the competitors, if not the biggest, 
to  Badcock Home Furniture &more. 
According to D&B Hoovers, Ashley 
Homestore’s major strengths include 
their vertically integrated business 
model, strong distribution channel, 
and broad product portfolio. Ashley 
Homestore also offers a rewards program 
to their loyal customers called Orange 
Rewards, which they just launched. 
The Orange Program--Orange for short 
is their “Loyalty Program for those 
who qualify for an Ashley Advantage 
Synchrony credit card.” Members will 
receive rewards such as, Ashley Rewards, 
Tuesday Deals, Birthday Perks, Exclusive 
Invites, and Sneak Peeks throughout 
the year. However, as of right now, the 
new rewards program is available in 
select markets: Wesley Chapel, Florida; 
Inverness, Florida; Sarasota, Florida; 
Sebring, Florida; Brandon, Florida; 
Lakeland, Florida; Jacksonville, Florida 
(four); Port Richey Outlet, Florida; 
Clearwater, Florida; Dale Mabry, Florida; 
Pinellas Park, Florida; Sanford, Florida; 
and Gainesville, Florida. On the other 
hand, their weakness and threats 
include geographic concentration, 
intense competition, foreign exchange 
risks, and fast changing fashion trends 
and pricing pressure.

Creative Critique

Print Advertisement
 
Most print advertisements in this field 
have a similar layout. This particular 
print ad emphasizes their upcoming 
President’s Day sale, especially because 
the store in the specific location is 
closing. Agenz personally thinks print 
advertisements, especially in the 
furniture industry are very crowded 
with design, which makes it hard for 
the customer to catch their eye on 

something they like. 
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Website

See appendix for more

Social Media: Instagram

Ashley’s Homestore’s Instagram has a very neutral theme, as you can see in the 
three examples below. AgenZ suggests Badcock to choose a theme that matches 
their branding guidelines, so their aesthetic can be more cohesive. 
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ROOMS TO GO IS ANOTHER POPULAR 
retail chain for home furniture, decor 
& mattresses with retail stores, dealers, 
and online. With over 150 stores in 10 
southern states (40% of its stores located 
in Florida) and Puerto Rico, Rooms To 
Go is  taking the package approach to 
retailing. Founded in 1990, RoomsTo 
Go mainly markets its limited selection 
of furniture to brand-conscious, time-
pressed customers and emphasizes the 
hassle-free aspect of their packages. 
They offer room packages rather than 
purchasing individual pieces of furniture. 
These packages are low- to moderately-
priced furniture and accessories and 
offer discounts for those willing to buy 
a roomful. They also provide special 
financing for their store credit card.
 To appeal to a larger range of 
audience, Rooms To Go has partnerships 
(formed in 2005) with supermodel 
Cindy Crawford that has resulted in the 
Cindy Crawford Home furniture line 
as well as Sofia Vergara. In addition to 
the partnerships with celebrities, the 
company launched its “Buy The Room. 
Get The TV!” promotion, which pairs 
an HDTV with select living room and 
bedroom packages.

Creative Critique

Website

AARON’S IS ANOTHER TOP COMPETITOR 
to Badcock Home Furniture &more. 
Founded in 1955 and has franchises across 
the United States and Canada. According 
to Hoovers, Aaron’s is considered as one 
of the nation’s top rental and rent-to-
own companies behind industry leader 
Rent-A-Center. Their products include 
furniture, electronics, and appliances, 
which qualifies them to be a competitor 
because Badcock sells those too.
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Styles include traditional, transitional, 
contemporary, and casual. Aaron’s 
offers brands such as Philips, HP, 
Lane, LG, Samsung, Beautyrest, GE 
Appliances, and Ashley. A diversified 
product mix, manufacturing capabilities, 
and financial performance are Aaron’s 
biggest strengths. A weakness both 
Ashley’s Homestore and Aaron’s obtain 
is geographic concentration. 
 Two main reasons that Aaron’s 
is known for is their “Lease It Until You 
Own it” and “Rent to Own” policy. Their 
Lease It Until You Own it policy allows 
customers to pay renewal payments 
or they can pay it out early until they 
can claim ownership. Also, no credit is 
needed for this policy. As for the Rent 
to Own policy, it’s similar, but customers 
can avoid upfront payments by making 
affordable monthly payments instead. 
Once all the payments are made, then 
they can claim ownership.

Creative Critique

Website

See appendix for more

CITY FURNITURE IS ANOTHER TOP 
competitor, especially in the state of 
Florida, covering a number of counties: 
Boward, Martin, Collier, Lee, Miami 
Dade, and Palm Beach. The furniture 
store was originally founded in 1971 
Waterbed City with a modest 800 square 
foot showroom. Now, City furniture sells 
furniture, of course, such as bedrooms, 
dining room sets, entertainment 
furniture, youth furniture, home office 
furniture, along with mattresses, rugs, 
and a variety of accessories and decor. 
However, they don’t offer a variety of 
styles, and the only styles they are: 
modern, casual, and traditional. 

 As for credit options, City 
Furniture offers their own credit card by 
Synchrony Bank, which includes special 
in-store and online deals. However, they 
also have other crediting options such 
as the Genesis Credit Account, which 
includes low monthly payments, credit 
lines up to $6,000, up to six months 
special financing or up to 12 months 
special financing, revolving line of 
credit, and in-store purchases only. 
Also, if a customer doesn’t have credit, 
they offer a No Credit Required option. 
This includes a 90 day payment option, 
instant approval, and in-store purchases 
only. On the website, it looks like they 
don’t offer a rewards program. 

 On the City Furniture Website, 
they have a special section explaining 
their corporate social responsibility, 
which Agenz thought was interesting. 
Their purpose is: “To enrich people’s lives 
and make the world a better place.” Their 
hashtag for their social responsibility is 
#CityCares for their social media. They 
also have a 2040 Green Promise, which 
is their goal to be carbon neutral in their 



showrooms, warehouses, and corporate 
offices by 2040. On this section of their 
website, they list all of their partners: 
Habitat for Humanity for Broward, 
Covenant House of Florida, Tesla, 
American Cancer Society, American 
Heart Association, Duke Energy, FPL, 
and many more.

Creative Critique

Website
 As one scrolls down the homepage 
of the website, the emphasis is on 
the sales at the top and free shipping 
on the stay-at-home essentials. Keep 
scrolling and their main features they 
want their consumers to see is shopping 
by category, their credit options, 
shop by style, City Cares (their social 
responsibility), and their social media 
links at the very bottom. 
 As for the overall aesthetics of the 
website, we noticed that City Furniture 
changed their logo from the “Furniture” 
in white with a red outline with their 
own script typeface to “Furniture” being 
located below “City.” Also, the typeface 
changed from a serif and script to sans 
serif, which gives the logo a modern 
vibe to match with the website overall. 
Agenz suggests updating the Badcock 
Home Furniture &more logo to a more 
modern look, and a sans serif font can 
provide that. We think the pictures on 
the City Furniture website compliment 
the colors used, as well. It looks like 
their website is leaning towards a cool 
tone with the blues, whites, and grays. 
We suggest for Badcock to get some 
inspiration from their website because 
they don’t cross the “trendy” border, but 
it’s clean and modern. We also suggest 
using your best-looking furniture items 
that would go with your branding. 

 City Furniture’s Instagram 
account is filled with white, neutrals, and 
blues, just like their website. We noticed 
that they have strong brand guidelines 
that flow throughout their social media 
platforms: Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, 
and Pinterest. Also, we noticed they 
did a giveaway with Magnolia, which 
is created by Joanna Gaines. We find it 
interesting that City Furniture partnered 
with Magnolia because Target is their 

provider. 

Social Media

See appendix for more
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 According to Hoovers, in 2012, 
City Furniture “launched a five-spot 
television campaign produced through a 
partnership with its in-house marketing 
team and Miami’s Tinsley Advertising. 
Instead of honing in on price point, City 
Furniture markets concepts such as 
family, community, and its commitment 

to green initiatives in its commercials.”

Commercials

IKEA WAS FOUNDED IN SWEDEN, IN 
1943 as a tiny Swedish mail-order 
catalogue business, but today serves as 
a global home furnishing brand. IKEA 
designs and sells ready-to-assemble 
furniture, kitchen appliances and home 
accessories and occasionally home 
services. Since 2008, IKEA has been the 
world’s largest furniture retailer. The 
company emphasizes sustainability in 
the environment and democratic design, 
the belief that design can provide quality 
pieces at accessible prices. Financially, 
The IKEA® Visa® credit card lets you 
earn on everyday purchases towards 
IKEA rewards. And the IKEA Projekt credit 
card offers a low promotional rate to 
pay for a large IKEA purchase over time. 
They also have a rewards program that 
provides discounts and event workshops 

called IKEA family.
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Social Media

Retail Trade Sectors
 One aspect that differentiates 
Target from our listed competitors 
is their mobile app that includes  
augmented reality and 360 degree 
features. Customers can also use the 
augmented reality on Target’s website 
to “See It in Your Space.” The 360 degree 
feature allows the customer to check 
out already styled rooms to further give 
a visualization for the customer. On 
the other hand, in our opinion, Target’s 
home furniture/decorations lean more 
toward “trendy,” which is a word Badcock 
Home Furniture &more explicitly does 

not want to be described as.

TARGET IS CONSIDERED AN INDIRECT 
competitor. AgenZ classifies Target 
as an indirect competitor for the 
following reasons: Target sells a broad 
range of household goods, food and 
pet supplies, apparel and accessories, 
electronics, decor, furniture, and other 
items under national brands as well as 
owned and exclusive brands; their main 
competitors are Amazon and Walmart, 
both of  which  sell furniture; and, 
Target has improved their furniture and 
home decor selection, including brands 
such as Made By Design, Project 62, 
Opalhouse, Threshold, Hearth & Hand 
with Magnolia, and Room Essentials. Just 
like their competitor, Amazon, Target 
offers same day delivery for free. 

Creative Critique

Website

 The furniture section of the Target 
website looks appealing and user-
friendly. The top of the page starts out 
with their most popular brand, Hearth 
& Hand with Magnolia, a brand created 
by home celebrities Chip and Joanna 

Gaines. 
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As the customer scrolls down the 
website, there is a section for suggested 
uses of furniture, currently the website 
shows the versatility of an accent table 
followed by “Shop by Category,” “Shop 
by Brand,” “Get Helpful Solutions For 
Your Home,” “Our Top Five Style Ideas,”, 
“Share What You Got! And See What’s 
Trending,” ‘Decorating Inspo For Every 
Room,” “Explore by Decor Style,” and 
“Imagine and Discover.”

See appendix for more

Print Advertisement

Social Media
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Permanent
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CONSUMER 
ANALYSIS

Current 
Consumers
THE MAJORITY OF CURRENT 
consumers of Badcock Home 
Furniture &more fall into the older 
demographic of 35+. The consumers  
live in rural or metro areas and 
skew more female. Many have 
completed high school and a few 
have a college education.  In the 
past, Personicx Groups were used 
to layout the consumer for Badcock 
Home Furniture &more. Based on 
the information it is evident that the 
loyal customer base is aging and a 
younger target segment should be 
targeted.

Current Top 3 
Personicx Groups 
for Badcock Home 
Furniture &more 
1. 10B Rural-Metro Mix
With limited incomes and education, 
members of this group tend to 
exemplify the price of divorce 
in America. Of predominantly 
clerical white-collar and blue-collar 
occupations, these cohorts reside in 
different population densities and 
range across low to middle levels of 
the socio-economic scale.

2.    18s Thrifty and Active
Strikingly similar in their rustic locales 
and lifestyles, this group tends to 
be concentrated in small second 
cities throughout the Central and 
Southern regions of the U.S. Though 
their incomes may be below average, 
residing in areas with a lower cost of 
living allows these cohorts to be well 
positioned with relatively high net 
worth, with their homes often being 
one of their primary assets.
3.    20S Community Minded 
Comfortably retired, these 
homeowners tend to reside in 
their homes for much longer than 
average, granting them high ratios 
of available equity-to-home values. A 
mix of married couples, widows,c and 
widowers, these homeowners tend to 
be health conscious, conservative in 
nature and members of several social 
and church groups.
(“Personicx Online Guide”, 2014)

Potential 
Consumers

AGENZ UTILIZED CLARITAS PRIZM® 
to identify and understand the most 
profitable customers to maximize 
market planning, media strategy, 
customer acquisition, cross-selling 
and retention marketing. With Claritas 
PRIZM® and the use of SimplyAnalytics 
we were also able to identify exactly 
where the highest concentration of 

the target market lives in each state.  



 We ran an analysis on all 
eight states in which Badcock 
Home Furniture &more currently 
has stores to determine a common 
target segment. We concluded that 
in Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi, 
Georgia, North Carolina, and South 
Carolina the common PRIZM®  
segment was  Kid Country, USA #39. 
This segment is younger with an 
index of 68% more likely to be in the 
age range of 25-34 and with a median 
household income of $61,890. The 
households in this segment live in 
small cities, have kids, use the internet 
and social media networks frequently, 
and use TV services like Hulu and 
Sling TV.  There is additional in depth 
detail of the segment forthcoming in 
the document and a chart of the top 
10 cities in each state with the highest 
concentration of the segment.
 Florida and Virginia both 
have concentrations of Kid Country; 
however, there are other segments 
that show higher concentrations. 
Florida shows a higher concentration 
of the segment Bright Lights, Li’l 
City #37 and Virgina shows a higher 
concentration of the segment Up-
Comers #25. Florida’s Bright Lights, 
Li’l City are also made up of young 
individuals of the age range of 25-34. 
The segment is similar to Kid Country 
in regards to living in small cities and 
the frequent use of the internet and 
social media networks, however, it is 
distinguished in the fact that Bright 
Lights, Li’l City have a 12.5% higher 
median household income than the 
Kid Country , and are more likely to 
be college graduates. Virginia’s Up-
Comers are similar to both Kid Country 
and Bright Lights, Li’l City. 

This segment earns 12% more than 
the Kid Country segment and like 
Bright Lights, Li’l City are more likely 
to be college graduates. 
The Up-Comers segment spends the 
most time online and on social media 
networks and is more likely to spend 
the most money on online purchases. 
There is additional in-depth detail 
of the segments forthcoming in the 
document and a chart of the top ten 
cities in each state with the highest 

concentration of the segment.

Takeaway: Although there are three 
identified target segments there is 
enough overlap among the segments  
to effectively and precisely target the 
segments with one unified message. 
The segments are different but 

together. 

Things in Common:

• Bought electronics online in the 
past 12 months 

• Visited Retailmenot or Coupons.
com  in the past 30 days

• More likely to be fall in the medi-
um, heavy, or heaviest quantiles 
for internet users  

• More likely to use Facebook, Insta-
gram

• Prefered search engine: Google
• Visited Pinterest at least once in 

the past 30 days
• More likely to fall in the light or 

lightest quantile for TV watchers  
• Used Internet/apps in past 30 

days on any device to watch free 
TV programs

• Visited streaming services like 
Hulu, YouTube, and Sling in the 
last 7 days

• Shopped for furniture/home 
furnishings online  in the last 12 
months34



• Bought on the Internet past 12 
months Home accessories

• Used Internet/apps in past 30 
days on any device  to view Con-
sumer reviews

• Knows how to scan a QR code and 
has done so in the past 30 days

• Used Internet/apps in past 30 
days on any device to view Real 
estate listings

• Used Internet/apps in past 30 
days on any device to listen to 
local radio

• Streaming services visited/apps 
used in the past 7 days : Spotify, 
Pandora, iHeartRadio

• Used Internet/apps in past 30 
days on any device to search for 
local/community events

      
                          (Claritas,2020)

Primary Target 
Segment for 
AL,TN,MS,GA,NC,SC : 
Kid Country, USA #39 
Description:“Midscale Younger Mostly 
With Kids
Widely scattered throughout the 
nation’s heartland, Kid Country, USA 
is a segment dominated by families 
living in small towns. These working-
class households enjoy minor league 
hockey and monster trucks, and are 
likely to own boats and ATVs.”

US Households with Target Segment :  
1,429,788
Households in Georgia with Target 
Segment: 103,937 (2.62%)
Households in South Carolina with 
Target Segment: 47,721 (2.34%)

Households in North Carolina with 
Target Segment: 92,782 (2.23%)
Households in Alabama with Target 
Segment: 39,055 (2.01%)
Households in Mississippi with Target 

Segment: 22,353 (1.98%)
Households in Tennessee with Target 

Segment:  48,641 (1.81%)

Top 10 Cities in each state with 
Target Segment

35
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(SimplyAnalytics,2020)

2020 Data
• Median Household Income: 

$61,890

Demographics Traits
• Urbanicity : Town
• Income : Midscale
• Income Producing Assets : Low
• Household Technology : 3 Average
• Age Ranges : Age 25-44
• Presence of Kids : Mostly w/ Kids
• Homeownership : Mix
• Employment Levels : Mix
• Education Levels : Some College

Lifestyle & Media Traits
• Owns a Chevrolet
• Eats at Zaxbys
• Shops at HomeGoods
• Interested in minor league hockey
• Flies Allegiant Air
• Purchases vehicles on the internet
• Uses iHeartRadio streaming 

services
• Uses Sling TV, Hulu, YouTube
• More likely to spend 5 hours a day 

on social media networks’
• Uses coupons.com, Retialmenot.

com

• Knows how to scan a QR code
• Internet Spend range $250-$999

Top 10 Cities in Florida with Target 
Segment

Description: “Upper Midscale Younger 
Family Mix

Not all of America’s aspiring socialites 
live in major metros. Bright Lights, 
Li’l City is a group of upper midscale, 
college educated, younger couples 
settled in the nation’s satellite cities 
and suburbs. Despite living further 
out from the urban downtowns, 
they still like to go out on the town 
with frequent meals out and attend 
sporting events such as minor league 

baseball games and WWE events.”

US Households  with Target Segment: 
1,742,455

Households in Florida  with Target 
Segment: 169,749 (9.74%)

Primary Target 
Segment for FL Bright 

Lights, Li’l City #37 



(SimplyAnalytics,2020)

2020 Statistics
• Median Household Income: 

$70,142

Demographics Traits
• Urbanicity : Metro Mix
• Income : Upper Midscale
• Income Producing Assets : Low
• Household Technology : 3 Average
• Age Ranges : Age 25-44
• Presence of Kids : Family Mix
• Homeownership : Mix
• Employment Levels : Management 

and Professional
• Education Levels : College Graduate

Lifestyle & Media Traits
• Owns a Jeep
• Eats at Papa John’s
• Shops at Finish Line
• Follows sports on Instagram and 

Twitter
• Visits Orlando
• Visits WWE.com
• Uses Sling TV, Hulu, YouTube
• More likely to spend 5 hours a day 

on social media networks

• Uses coupons.com and 
Retialmenot.com

• Knows how to scan a QR code
• Uses Amazon streaming services

Primary Target 
Segment for VA: Up-

Comers #25
Description: “Upper Midscale Younger 

Family Mix
Up-and-Comers are younger families, 
some with children and some just 
beginning to get married. Found in 
suburban areas and second cities, 
these mobile adults, mostly aged 25 to 
44, are college graduates who travel 
frequently for both work and pleasure, 
and also enjoy using the latest 
technology. Many are planning for 
changes in the near future, including 
going back to school, buying a home, 

and paying off student loan debt.”

US Households  with Target Segment: 
1,742,455

Households in Florida  with Target 
Segment: 169,749 (9.74%)

Top 10 Cities in Florida with Target 
Segment

38
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2020 Statistics
• Median Household Income: 

$69,918

Demographics Traits
• Urbanicity : Metro Mix
• Income : Upper Midscale
• Income Producing Assets : Low
• Household Technology : 2 Above 

Average
• Age Ranges : Age 25-44
• Presence of Kids : Family Mix
• Homeownership : Mix
• Employment Levels : Management 

and Professional
• Education Levels : College Graduate

Lifestyle & Media Traits
• Owns a BMW
• Eats at Jimmy Johns
• Shops at H&M
• Plays tennis
• Flies Delta
• Watches CNN decades miniseries
• Listens to Urban One
• Uses LinkedIn
• More likely to buy consumer 

electronics online 
• Uses Groupon and Retailmenot

• Spends 20+ hours a week on the 
internet

• Has bought home furnishings 
online in the past 12 months
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RESEARCH
Primary Research
AGENZ CREATED AN ONLINE SURVEY TO 
understand the desired target market’s 
thoughts and opinions about furniture. 
The objective of the survey was to utilize 
the information and plan a successful 
advertising campaign for Badcock Home 
Furniture &more based on the habits 
and lifestyle  of the target market. After 
finalizing the survey’s content, Agenz 
sent out the survey to friends and family 
who only live in the eight states where 
Badcock is located, then posted the 
survey on various Facebook and Linkedin 
groups. The survey was open for a little 
over a week and provided 327 responses. 

Survey Respondents Breakdown

41

Results
AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SURVEY, IT 
was important to identify if the people 
taking the survey were over 18 years 
of age and located in the eight states 
Badcock Home Furniture &more have 
their dealer stores. The survey began 
with screening questions such as “What 
is your age group?” and “Where are you 
located?” If the people didn’t meet the 
criteria, then they were unable to take the 
survey. This way, Agenz was able to collect 
information to create the target market 
for a successful campaign. According to 
the survey results, the majority of our 
respondents were from Florida (283 
to be exact), following Georgia (nine 
people), North Carolina (four), Virginia 
(two), Alabama (one), Mississippi (one), 
South Carolina (one), and no one from 

Tennessee.  
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After the screening questions, we 
proceeded to gain some insight on the 
respondents’ thoughts on furniture. 
Some interesting takeaways we found 
from our survey are: 
• Consumers care almost equally as 

much for competitive pricing as they 
care for outstanding customer service 
and delivery options.

• When shopping for furniture 
consumers care the least about name 
brand and the most about quality, 
various styles, and color options.

• Easy to understand return/exchange 
policy is important to consumers.

• The #1 reason consumers need 
furniture: when moving to a new 
unfurnished place.

• The #1 reason consumers want 
furniture: interior design.

• Over one third of respondents would 
rather look online and finish/shop in 
store.

• 16% would shop-in-store only.
• Interest credit promotions are 

extremely important to 27% of 
respondents and 37% of respondents 
are likely to use interest free 
promotions.

• 28%: Modern/Contemporary (clean 
& crisp lines, simple design, neutral 
color palette).

• 20%: Transitional (mix of modern & 
traditional, mix of wood and glossy 
finishes, various colors).

 To introduce Badcock Home 
Furniture &more into the survey, we 
asked if the respondents ever heard 
of them. According to the results, 134 
respondents said yes, that they heard of 
the furniture store, and 64 respondents 
said no. 

Listed below are some popular words 
and a variety of opinions that came up 
with the question, “What three words 
come to mind when you hear “Badcock 

Home Furniture &more?”
• Home
• Family

• Old 
• Bad

• Quality
• Variety

• Affordable
• Expensive

• Nice
• Bed

• Small
• Traditional

• Cheap
• Easy

• Outdated
 Agenz recommends Badcock to 
consider these words because they are 
useful for changing the perception of the 
target market. We think Badcock should 
pay attention to these competitors: IKEA, 
Ashley Homestore,  Rooms To Go, and City 
Furniture. Respondents are more likely 
to visit these top five stores for furniture. 
IKEA has the highest percentage with 
24.67%, followed by Ashley Homestore 
with 21.71%, then Rooms To Go with 
15.79%, City Furniture with 6.91%, and 
Badcock Home Furniture &more with 
6.09%. As for online stores, respondents 
are more likely to visit these top five online 
websites for furniture: Amazon.com 
20.96%, Target.com 18.65%, Wayfair.com 
17.33%, Ashleyfurniture.com 12.05%, 
and Overstock.com 10.07%. Ashley 
Homestore leads with good value and 
followed by Rooms To Go. We allowed the 
people to type in their favorite furniture 
store and majority said IKEA. Ashley leads 
in highest television advertisement recall 
at 63% compared to Rooms To Go at 55% 

and Badcock at 39%.
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Here are additional interesting takeaways 
we found from our survey that have to do 
with their habits:
• Google is the #1 resource used to 

decide on furniture. Followed by #2 
WOM, #3 YouTube Videos, #4 Catalog, 
#5 Home Flyer/ Coupon

• Duality on the perception of the brand
• Some respondents shared that they 

can remember the catchy jingle. For 
many the ad had no impact on them.

• Comparable recall percentage for 
print ad and online ad

• Respondents reported using 
Facebook and Instagram daily at least 
1-2 hours a day

• Respondents reported checking 
Pinterest at least once a week.

• Respondents use Spotify, Hulu, Cable, 
and Apple Music daily.

• The #1 item respondents would like 
to receive in their mailbox is coupons. 
#2 Catalogs #3 Store Flyers

•  The #1 type of email respondents 
would like to receive is exclusive 
promo codes/coupons.

Secondary Research
WE WANTED TO UNDERSTAND THE 
shopper experience through the online 
reviews that were left behind for Badcock 
Home Furniture &more stores. We used 
an online tool to collect the reviews of 
every Badcock Home Furniture &more 
store, and then we used a mathematical 
formula to rank the stores based on the 
number of reviews and quality of reviews. 
The formula used, the top 10 stores, and 
the bottom 10 stores are forthcoming in 
the document. 

Key Findings:
• Customers left positive reviews for 

locations that provided excellent 
customer service.

• Customers left negative reviews for 
problems with orders.

• Badcock Home Furniture &more 
does a fantastic job of addressing 
negative reviews  with a follow-up 
and positive reviews with a positive 

acknowledgement.  
 Online reviews are crucial for the 
reputation of a brand since they are 
indicators of the reputation of the brand. 
Consumers often notice and look at the 
star rating before they even step foot in 
any store.  Our survey and the information 
gathered from the reviews also prove the 

importance of great customer service. 

Formula to Weight Ratings By Number 
of Ratings and Quality of Rating

Positive Reviews (K2):
=(x*1)+(y*0.75)+(z*0.5)+(w*0.25)

Negative Reviews(L2):
=(y*0.25)+(z*0.5)+(w*0.75)+(v*1)

Calculated Rating (M2):
=IFERROR(((K2+1.9208)/(K2+L2)-
1.96*SQRT((K2* L2)/(K2+L2)+0.9604)/

(K2+L2))/(1+3.8416/(K2+L2)),0
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SWOT

S
• Badcock sells products through their own 

brand
• Successful in consistently adding new 

products to their product lines
• Frequent new additions will ensure that 

there is something that suits the taste of 
consumers 

• Timeless
• Multi-generation customers, brand is 

passed down through families
• Interactive social media engagement on 

sites such as Facebook, Instagram, and 
LinkedIn

• Variety of product offerings
• Involved in every furniture market available 

(sofas, tables, mattresses, etc.)
• Offers in-house and flexible financing 

options for their consumers
• Good price to attract customers 
• High level of customer satisfaction
• Badcock has their products available for 

online and in-store purchase

O
• Create a customer loyalty program to build 

loyalty and increase customer acquisition 
• Expand into the 18-34 year old demographic 
• Opportunity to build a stronger online 

presence 
• Introduction of new technology can provide 

an opportunity to practice differentiated 
pricing strategies

• Badcock can expand into more states
• Online shopping, provides a firm spot for 

the brand to accentuate their sales by 
offering more products online

• New environmental and sustainability 
practices can be implemented by the brand

• Marketing of products can be improved or 
enhanced. 
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T
• Industry is dominated by major competitors 

such as Ashley Furniture Homestore and 
IKEA

• Immense competition from vertically 
integrated furniture stores like Ashley 

Home Store
• The 2020 COVID-19 Pandemic

• New technology developed by competitors
• Fast competition, market for furniture 

products is rapidly growing
• Growing strengths of local distributors, 

competition is paying higher margin prices
• Demand for highly profitable products is 

seasonal in nature, and any unlikely event 
during the peak season may impact the 
company’s profitability in short-medium 

terms
• Shortage of skilled workforce in certain 

global market represents a threat to steady 
growth of profits

• Changing consumer buying behavior 
from online channel could be a threat to 
the existing physical infrastructure driven 

supply chain model

W
• Company has a franchise business set-

up, making it difficult to regulate any 
type of advertising maintaining a level 
of consistency and quality, especially 
regarding social media 

• Company website is dated and resembles a 
digital website

• Company website has a few links that are 
broken 

• Locations are confined to the South Eastern 
region 

• Limited success outside core business, 
faced challenges when moving to other 
product segments other than furniture in 
sales

• Brand positioning and unique selling 
proposition are not clearly defined by the 
company

• Technology products tend to be older or 
out of date

• Investment in technology is not on par with 
other items

• The loyal customer base is aging
• Some dealer store have low rating reviews





Eternal
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Marketing
 Plan

Marketing Objectives

• To increase business by 5% overall 
within one year.

• Generating $44M in additional 
revenue.

• Capture 10% of the market share

Target Market

BADCOCK HOME FURNITURE &MORE IS 
a Business-to-consumer (B2C) structured 
company with the consumer being 
the immediate end-user. The company 
prides itself on the deep community ties 
created within each and every dealer 
store. However, because the business 
structure is so unique it is important to 
think about the individual relationships 
each dealer store has created and the 
different target markets they attract. The 
individual nuances and strengths of each 
store have been taken into account when 
evaluating the target market.

Demographics

THE PRIMARY TARGET MARKET CONSISTS 
of homeowners and apartment owners 
living within the Southeastern region of 

the United States, specifically within 
Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi, 
Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina 
and Virginia. The consumer within this 
primary market falls between the ages of 
25 to 34 years of age and typically has a 
family with young children. The primary 
target market has an annual median 
income between $61,890 and $70,000. 
With this income, the target market is 
money conscious, especially with a family 
to care for and a home and/or apartment 

to fund.

Psychographics

THE PRIMARY TARGET MARKET 
can be categorized under the VALS 
psychographic category of “Believers.” 
Believers are largely faith and family 
oriented, and they enjoy friendly 
communities. They have an appreciation 
for advertising as a legitimate source of 
information, and they are traditional in 
nature. This group also values quality, 

consistency and stability.

Behaviors

THE TARGET MARKET ARE INTERNET 
savvy and heavy social media users. This 
group frequents Facebook, Instagram, 
Pinterest, and YouTube for inspiration 
and information. They have shopped 
for furniture and/or home accessories 
at least once within the past 12 months 
and use the internet to research  
different competitors and the best 
deal. This target demographic also uses 
technology as a form of entertainment.



Four P’s
Product
 
The products Badcock Home Furniture 
&more provides are various types of 
furniture, from couches/sofas to dining 
room sets. They even provide mattresses 
and electronics, hence “&more.” Badcock 
also provides a credit financing  option for 
those in need.

Price

According to the SWOT analysis, one 
of Badcock’s strengths are good prices 
to attract customers. According to the 
survey, an interest-free credit promotion 
is very important. On a scale of one to 10, 
10 being very important, 27.14% of the 
respondents want an interest-free credit 
promotion, followed by flexible credit 
payment options at 18.10%, and no credit 
refused at 15.71%, which Badcock Home 
Furniture &more offers.

Placement

Currently,  Badcock Home Furniture 
&more expands eight states within the 
South Eastern region: Florida, Alabama, 
Tennessee, Mississippi, Georgia, North 
Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia. 
However, AgenZ suggests that Badcock 
Home Furniture &more expand into more 
states, rather than just the South Eastern 
region. This opportunity will create more 
diversity in styles for their target market 
to choose from. According to the SWOT, 
there is an area of opportunity for Badcock 

to add more locations. 

Promotion

In terms of promotion, AgenZ used a 
variety of mediums to reach the desired 
target market. The promotions are 
focused on promoting Badcock Home 
Furniture &more to Millenials and Gen X. 
The advertisements are more minimalistic 

because less is more. 52
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A minimalist design makes the 
advertisements friendly to the eye and less 
chaotic. AgenZ wants to take advantage 
of the digital space, therefore we created 
social media ads for Pinterest, Facebook, 
and Instagram, email promotions, and 
online catalogs.



Never dying



The Integrated 
Marketing 

Communications 
(IMC)
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IMC Objectives
(Over the course of 12 
months)

• To increase awareness among 
20% of the target audience about 
Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
diverse product offerings and credit 
programs during the 12-month 
duration of the campaign. 

• To increase Badcock Home Furniture 
&more’s overall brand awareness by 
20% within the US Furniture Store 
Industry, specifically focusing on the 
South Eastern region.

• To increase website traffic by 30% by 
the end of the 12-month campaign.

• To increase social media 
engagement among specific target 
audiences by 25% by the end of the 
12-month campaign.

BADCOCK HOME FURNITURE &MORE 
will use an integrated mix of marketing 
strategies to achieve their overarching 
marketing communications objective to 
reach 50% of the 25-34 year old demographic 
within the eight southeastern states where 
stores are located. The IMC plan will assist 
with branding and building awareness with 
the Millenial and Gen Y generations while 
creating curiosity and interest in the brand. 
These tools include advertising, public 
relations, sales promotion, direct marketing, 

and social media.

IMC Strategies
(Over the course of 12 
months)

• Use traditional and native 
advertising to communicate the 
company’s credibility, increase 
brand awareness and highlight 
consumer benefits to 15% of our 
target audience.

• Use Digital Advertising to 
communicate credibility, 
affordability, and diverse product 
offerings to 15% of our target 
audience. 

• Use Public Relations to create 
an environment to build trust 
and credibility among our target 
audience.



• Use Public Relations to create an 
environment to promote goodwill 
and develop brand image and 
reputation in a positive direction 
among our target audience.

• Use Sales Promotions such as 
customer loyalty programs, 
vouchers, and discounts to offer the 
target audience incentives to develop 
brand loyalty and have physical or 
digital contact with the product.

• Use Direct Marketing Tools such 
as emails, internet marketing, and 
catalogs to offer Badcock Home 
Furniture &more’s products and 
financing services to 12% of the 
target audience.

• Use Social Media platforms such 
as Facebook, Pinterest to convey 
product offerings and YouTube to 
increase brand awareness to 12% of 
our target audience.
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IMC Tools
Advertising 

For traditional advertising, AgenZ 
recommends having radio ads featured in 
rural and metropolitan areas where Badcock 
Home Furniture &more locations are within 
a 50-mile radius. Consumers traveling on 
the road during morning drives, afternoon 
drives and weekends typically fall within 
our target audience, and buying radio slots 
during this time will allow for greater reach.

For traditional advertising, AgenZ 
recommends placing a print ad within 
popular magazines with circulations 
specifically within the South Eastern region, 
such as Better Home & Gardens,  that 
services average homeowners and renters 
looking for practical solutions. Consumers 
looking for inspiration and advice are directly 
introduced to Badcock Home Furniture 
&more, a company that has the practical 

solutions they are looking for.   
 Badcock Home Furniture &more should 
also be placing native advertising in interior 
design and/or financial planning blogs and 
online magazines. These advertisements 
would not only provide the consumer with 
home owning and money management 
advice, but it would also demonstrate the 
company’s care and concern that it has for 
its consumer base, reflecting the company’s 
core principles of being customer-focused 

and developing lasting relationships. 
  For digital advertising, it is 
recommended that Badcock Home Furniture 
&more take advantage of search engine 
optimization (SEO) and banner ads through 
specific outlets that our target audience 
frequents. AgenZ recommends this 
aggressive advertising because, according 
to Statista, 97% of our target audience uses 
the internet in some capacity on a daily basis, 
especially when searching for information 
and research regarding homeownership and 

furniture purchases. 

Public Relations 
 
Badcock Home Furniture &more’s blog is 
very informative and a great way to build 
relationships with consumers. However, the 
existence of the monthly blog post should 
be advertised more to gain traction and 
therefore make the intended impact desired. 
One way to do so is to incorporate links to 
other popular blogs when referencing topics 
that they may be more informed about. This 
allows an online community to be built and 

an opportunity to have your company 
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featured in other blogs, promoting word of 
mouth. Another way to promote the blog is 
to make posts notifying consumers that a 
new article is up. 
 Another way to garner goodwill 
and credibility is to create a  mini-series on 
Badcock Home Furniture &more’s YouTube 
Channel. Content would include, but not be 
limited to, tips on saving money on home 
decor and financing, advice on how to 
decorate your home on a budget, interior 
design advice, and the proper way to be a 
smart homeowner. With 87% - 91% of the 
target demographic frequenting YouTube, 
direct engagement with the consumer 
regarding topics of interest not directly 
selling the company’s products, Badcock 
Home Furniture &more is able to create an 
environment of trust, dependability and 
credibility with its customers. 
 Press releases that can be customized 
and tailored to each franchise, should be 
created and released to local media and 
news stations, highlighting the different 
community events, engagement and charity 
involvement that each franchise partakes in. 
These press releases will allow the company 
to continue to build community rapport 
while simultaneously reaching the target 
demographic that is interested in corporate 
social responsibility, even on a local level.

Sales Promotion

Although Badcock Home Furniture &more 
does well with its current customer base, 
which is dominated by multi-generational 
consumers, AgenZ recommends establishing 
a customer loyalty program as an additional 
way to create loyalty and promote retention.  
The customer loyalty program named 
Rewards &more  will be free to join for 
consumers. The loyalty program member 
would have a phone number or email to tie 
to their account that they would provide  at 
every purchase. Points would be earned in a 
variety of ways, including: 

• For every $1 spent, 10 points will be 
rewarded.

• If crediting options are used for the 
purchase, each on-time payment will 
result in higher credit limits and 20 

additional reward points
• Customer referrals that result  in a 

purchase of $100 or more will reward the 
loyalty member with 2,000 points 

• Referral of new customers’ to join the 
Rewards &more  will result in 20 points 

awarded. 

 As consumers continue to earn points, 
opportunities would be presented to redeem 
them for vouchers, gifts, birthday surprises. 
Members will also be periodically sent 
exclusive initial access to newer products, 
promotions, and discounts. Additionally, 
customer service for said members would 
be taken a step further in-store, with an 
offering of light refreshments, one-on-one 
consultations regarding best financing 
practices and interior design assistance. 
Rewards &more members would also have 
access to online  catalogs that provide 
interior design inspiration that include 
product offerings that would be eye-catching 
and appealing, highlighting the quality of 

product and timelessness of style.
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Direct Marketing 

Direct marketing is important for Badcock 
Home Furniture &more’s integrated 
marketing communications plan because 
it allows the company to continue to create 
and maintain relationships with their target 
audience. One way that AgenZ suggests 
that Badcock does so is through email 
promotions and providing exclusive access 
to an online catalog that would not only 
inspire but prime consumers to think about 
Badcock Home Furniture &more the next 
time they are in need of furniture, appliances 
and technology. The online catalog would 
show furniture offerings  and the variety of 
products that the company offers outside of 
furniture, which is beneficial to the company  
because primary research shows that the 
target demographic only associates the 
company with furniture and nothing more.

Social Media

 Engaging with potential clients online 
is a vital relationship that must be created 
and maintained to not only keep relevance, 
but to attract new customers within the 
target demographic. Word of mouth is an 
important marketing tool, and this combined 
with the social media world we live in only 
amplifies it. 
 Facebook and Instagram are platforms 
of high use for the target demographic, and 
Badcock Home Furniture &more should 
use this information to its advantage. With 
their 230K following on Facebook and 3K 
following on Instagram, there is plenty of 
room for opportunity and growth. AgenZ 
recommends creating a content calendar 
highlighting different products, deals, 
blog postings, and relevant material that is 
engaging and appealing from a corporate 
level. We also suggest creating templates 
and calendar options for franchises to follow 
in an attempt to provide some level of 

to provide some level of consistency across 
locations. 

 Pinterest is an additional useful tool 
that can be used to convey product offerings 
while also providing home decoration 
inspiration, reaching the consumer in a new, 
innovative way. Consumers are able to pin 
posts and share it to their followers, and the 
company gains new opportunities to direct 
more traffic to the website by providing 

direct links to products.   





Unchanging
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Creative Plan
Creative Brief

Key Fact: 

Badcock Home Furniture &more offers 
flexible credit options through in-house 
financing. AgenZ will position Badcock as a 
timeless company that treats its customers 
right, providing quality  products and superb 
service  to future generations.

Problem Statement:

Badcock Home Furniture &more can expand 
their customer base to more than their 
current demographic. AgenZ will reposition 
Badcock from just a home-furnishing store 
to “the top furniture store.”

Objectives:
 
• To increase the company’s awareness 

to develop curiosity and interest in 
the brand, attracting new customers 
along the way while maintaining a loyal 
customer standing.

• To expand the national retail business and 
increase the market share in a systematic 
manner by opening stores in new and 
existing markets both in-store and online.

• To create customer engagement 
with the target audience through 
social media platforms and reinforce 
customer interaction with the company, 
strengthening brand loyalty.

Target Audience:

Badcock Home Furniture &more’s primary 
target audience is consumers with families 
who are in need for credit assistance. 

The secondary target audience is the 
generations of young adults who have been  
introduced to the brand by their parents. The 
tertiary audience includes young adults and 
millennials. 

Principal Competition:

Direct competition to Badcock Home 
Furniture &more include other furniture 
stores, department stores and online 
retailers. Examples of these retailers are: 
Ashley Furniture Homestore, Rooms To 
Go, Aaron’s, Wayfair and Amazon. These 
retailers sell similar products as Badcock and 
can target consumers using similar unique 
selling propositions. 

Key Consumer Benefit:

What makes Badcock Home Furniture &more 
unique is that the company offers flexible 
credit options through in-house financing. 
Badcock also provides a welcoming 
atmosphere that enables customers to 
visualize the company’s furniture in their 
households. Badcock has a unique company 
personality, expecting consumers to live up 
to their promises to the company as Badcock 
does to their consumers. Three-quarters of 
Badcock stores are owned by dealers, which 
which the company relies on to know their 
markets and customers to make stores 
profitable. Their key benefits include in-
house financing, flexible credit options, and 
no credit refused.
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Traditional 
Advertising 
30 Second Radio Ad 
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This 30 second radio ad, in conjunction with others, will reach the target demographic that tends 
to reside in rural areas when they are on their way to and from work. The ad uses a brief dialogue, 
but it  mostly relies on a single spokesperson. It also takes advantage of the potential appeal, 
showing the listener that their home has the potential to achieve a full level of comfort with the 

help of Badcock Home Furniture &more. This ad will increase foot traffic to local dealer stores.

Print  Ad 

This print ad is to be placed in Better Homes and Gardens online magazine because the medium 
is circulated within the South Eastern Region, and it services average homeowners and renters 
looking for practical solutions. Consumers looking for inspiration and advice are directly introduced 
to Badcock Home Furniture &more, a company that has the practical solutions they are looking 
for.  The purpose of this ad placement is to increase brand awareness using the beauty appeal.
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Native Advertising 
Native  Advertisement - Editorial 
Piece 

This native advertisement will be placed on an interior design blog such as Lauren Liess’ Liz Marie 
Blog. Liz’s blog focuses on DIY, interior design, home decor, and lifestyle, all from the perspective 
of a Southern mother with 71K Facebook followers and 428K Instagram followers.  Placing an 
editorial styled ad here about personal financing tips for furniture purchases is a perfect alignment. 
The goal is to provide the consumer with advice, demonstrating Badcock Home Furniture &more’s 
care and concern that it has for its consumer base using a natural appeal.

HOW CREDITING FINANCE OPTIONS ARE TRANSFORMING HOME DESIGN
Sponsored by Badcock Home Furniture &more
 
 You’re sitting on your couch on a sunny Saturday morning in a freshly cleaned home. As 
you casually flip through shows, a program on HGTV catches your attention, and the interior 
design skills unfolding before your eyes captivates you. Seeing rooms transform from drab to fab 
inspires you to maybe make some changes to your home; however, the price of such a project 
instantly puts you off, leaving a taste of irritation and slight jealousy behind. Sound familiar? 
Fortunately, you’re not alone in these feelings. 
 
 Transforming a living space, whether you’re starting from scratch or renovating, can be 
an expensive venture to say the least. However, this task is becoming a little more bearable as 
different furniture and home decor companies, like Badcock Home Furniture &more, provide 
different crediting options for large purchases. The reality is that everyone isn’t able to buy furniture 
outright, especially pieces that are made to last, and companies are aware of the dilemma we all 
face. Crediting options have become quite popular among homeowners, especially among those 
who are transforming entire rooms or houses. If you can save money with at least one of the 
purchases, why not go for it?
 
 So you’re probably thinking, how does this crediting thing work? Typically, customers can 
come in, have their credit checked and find out their credit score in the process. Depending on 
your standing, you are able to create a monthly payment plan that best fits your circumstances 
to pay off large furniture and/or appliance purchases. These payment plan options are especially 
beneficial for people who are budgeting or have little to no credit. Not only do you have the 
opportunity to transform your home without regret, but you can build your credit in the process.
 
A home is not just a place to lay your head, but rather it’s a place of peace and sanctuary. It is 
always evolving and never stationary, and you should be able to have the freedom to add and 
take away from your space without breaking the bank, and companies are starting to agree.
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Digital Advertising  
Search Engine Optimization

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is vital when trying to increase traffic to the company’s website. 
SEO determines how Google ranks its search results, and to do so keywords must be integrated 
throughout the website so that the ranking of Badcock can be raised. To determine the keywords 
you would use, it is important to research terms that are relevant to your company and to the 
industry overall. Some words include, but are not limited to “furniture,” “appliances,” “home 
decor,” “credit financing,” “credit financing,” and “Badcock.” After you have selected your words, 
you should implement on-page optimization for SEO. Each page on your website should focus on 
a specific keyword that you have selected, and it should also include all related terms. 



Banner  Ad
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Banner ads are placed on different, relevant websites to increase traffic to the company website. 
The banner ads would be placed on interior design blogs and lifestyle websites. The incorporation 
of banner ads is important because it allows for frequency and reach to be calculated and data to 
be collected to assess effectiveness later on.



Public Relations   
Blog  Post 

Badcock Home Furniture &more currently has a blog; however, the posts are not updated 
frequently, nor are they engaging. We suggest posting twice a month and to have a variety of 
interesting topics that do not necessarily  have to be directly related to the company but can be 
indirectly related to the industry. The blog should also be advertised more and incorporate links 
to other blog posts to build credibility and  an online community.

TOP 5 TIPS YOU NEED-TO-KNOW TO MAKE YOUR HOUSE A HOME 
 We hear it all the time: “I want to make my house a home.” But what does this phrase truly mean? 
Let’s talk about it. A house (or apartment) is the physical space you purchase or rent. But to make 
that space a home means to take your time, creating an area that is reflective of who you are. 
Whether that’s through warm tones, or accent pieces. I guess the question on everyone’s mind is 
how do I get there? 
 
1.    Find your style 
I know, I know. What a simple statement with such large implications. Finding your style is definitely 
easier said than done; however, there are a few things you can do to get the ball rolling. First, 
think about how you want your space to look. If you’re feeling lost, start in your closet. What style 
do you lean towards? Maybe you’re simple and straight-forward or perhaps print happy. Another 
direction you can take is by looking at your personality, how would you describe yourself? Modern? 
Traditional? Farmhouse chic? The possibilities are endless. An additional source of inspiration is 
the reliable internet. People are always looking to redecorate, you’re not alone.
 
2.    Space is fixed 
Spacing can’t be manipulated, unless you plan on knocking down walls, which is possible. However, 
if you don’t plan on undertaking such a large project, you’re going to have to work with what you 
got. Be mindful of your dimensions, and make sure you're buying furniture that fits comfortably, 
think about the balance you want to have for your rooms. Common spaces should be arranged 
in a way to foster conversation and community building. Don’t be afraid to play with the space as 
well, asymmetry is always an option that you may never have considered, or maybe feng shui is 
your thing. 
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3.    Paint is perfection
Selecting paint options is a key element to making a house a home. Colors can impact someone’s 
mood or attitude. Too dark of a color combination can bring sadness every time someone enters 
the room and painting each room as individual projects instead of one can create a disjointed 
home. What works for your friend’s home may not work for you, so think about the colors you 
want and swatch them on a white wall. Think about the style you want and go for it. 
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4.    Work within your budget 
Making a house a home can be a pricey undertaking, but it’s important to not break the bank. 
Expensive doesn’t necessarily mean better. Decide what you want to spend a little more money on 
and what you can sacrifice. When buying furniture and appliances, it is possible to find companies 
that have crediting options that you can pay off in monthly installments, like Badcock Home 
Furniture &more.
 
5.    Work from bottom to top
When decorating your home, it can be hard to figure out where to start. Oftentimes people dive 
right in and start looking at the larger furniture pieces. Before going straight there, perhaps 
begin with flooring. Do you want wood, carpet, tile, and/or an area rug? Once decided, you can 
look at the floors and see what colors compliment or what tones are within the flooring. This way 
it is easier to change your mind without returning full pieces.
 
The process of making a house a home can be daunting and scary. But it is important to remember 
to take it one step at a time. I’m not saying it’s going to be easy, but take your time and truly 
explore the world of interior design. Figure out what you like and don’t like and go from there. 
After all, the best compliment is when they say “your house is so…you!”
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YouTube Channel 

Badcock Home Furniture &more currently has a YouTube Channel with plans to post current and 
previous ads and has started posting episodes with interior designers. We want to continue to 
use this platform to build customer relationships and gain more exposure to new consumers 
within the target demographic. These episodes should be on a variety of topics from design tips 
to personal financing advice. 

Press Release   

Press releases are essential when trying to connect the company to the community, building 
good will. This press release can be used as a template and distributed to each dealer location for 
them to customize and send to their local news outlet. Badcock Home Furniture &more is known 
for their customer service and commitment, and these press releases reflect that. The example 
shown below highlights Dance Marathon, a staple event that the UF community hosts every year; 
however, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the event was cancelled but it is expected to resume 
next year.
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Direct  Advertising    
Email Promotion

Email promotions are sent to customers who sign up to be on the mailing list and/or to be a part 
of the customer loyalty program. The purpose of the email promotion is to notify loyal customers 
of new promotions and new products/collections that the company has to offer.

Online Catalog 

The online catalog will be placed on the Badcock Home Furniture &more website as an additional 
tab. This catalog provides inspiration for readers on how they can decorate their homes and will 
also show the products in an appealing setting that will entice consumers to click and learn more.
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Social Media  
Advertising  
Facebook/Instagram Ads 

Social Media is a powerful tool that most consumers use, including those who fall within the target 
demographic. In fact, the target demographic described earlier  uses Facebook and Instagram 
the most, which is why these two platforms were selected for review by AgenZ. The goal of using 
social media placement is to grab the attention of those scrolling. This curiosity will then lead the 
users to the company’s social media accounts, increasing exposure, follows, and engagement. 
The Facebook ad shown below doubles as a sales promotion example. How the promotion would 
work is that it would run for one to two weeks, and an outside firm would manage the logistics.
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Pinterest  Ad 
Pinterest is another powerful social media platform that the target market uses often. Pinterest is 
used to create inspiration for those who are looking to redecorate, transform a room, or to make 
a house a home. If consumers are interested in the particular appliances, furniture or mattress-
es they see, a simple click will take them from the social media platform directly to the company 
website, increasing traffic.
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Sales Promotion
Voucher

Vouchers/Gift certificates are a way to reward customers who sign up for the loyalty program and 
accumulate points. The voucher can act as a gift to be given for loyalty members on their birthday, 
or it could be redeemed by members for a particular number of points. Either way, the purpose of 
the voucher is to reward loyalty and to show appreciation to the consumer.



Rewards &more Loyalty Program
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The Rewards &more Loyalty Program’s purpose is to build sustainability loyalty between the 
company and the consumer besides that built between generations. The program is built on a 
rewards program where different purchases and/or actions will result in points being given. As 
points add up, consumers are able to exchange them for gifts such as wine tumblers, reusable 
straws, T-shirts, fanny packs, sunglasses and pens to name a few examples, all of which are shown 
below in the promotional materials section.
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Wine Tumblers

Promotional 
Materials 
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These wine  tumblers are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the 
customer loyalty program.  

Pricing: 

Quantity 
50- $13.47 per unit/piece
100- $12.69 per unit/piece 
150- $12.39 per unit/piece 
200- $12.21 per unit/piece 

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/10-oz-vacuum-insulated-wine-tumbler/364000 
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Wine Glasses

These wine  glasses are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer 
loyalty program.  

Pricing: 

Quantity 
50- $13.93 per unit/piece
100- $12.65 per unit/piece 
150- $12.25 per unit/piece 
200- $12.18 per unit/piece 

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/15-oz-stemless-wine-glass-set-of-24/824400 
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Reusable Metal Straws & cover
These reusable metal straws and their covers are promotional items that can be redeemed for 
points through the customer loyalty program.  

Pricing: 

Quantity 
50- $4.95 per unit/piece
100- $4.32 per unit/piece 
150- $4.09 per unit/piece 
200- $3.97 per unit/piece 

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/stretchable-stainless-steel-reusable-straw/569700 
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T-Shirt
These t-shirts are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer 
loyalty program.  



Pricing: 

Quantity 
50- $10.86 per unit/piece
100- $9.93 per unit/piece 
150- $9.55 per unit/piece 
200- $9.33 per unit/piece 

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/gildan-ultra-cotton-t-shirt/4600?PK=4663 
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Fanny Pack

These fanny packs are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer 
loyalty program.  

Pricing: 

Quantity 
50- $5.72 per unit/piece
100- $4.95 per unit/piece 
150- $4.66 per unit/piece 
200- $4.49 per unit/piece  

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/hipster-deluxe-fanny-pack/326600?PK=326600 
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Sunglasses

These sunglasses are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer 
loyalty program.  

Pricing: 

Quantity 
75- $3.37 per unit/piece (75 minimum order on this product)
100- $3.10 per unit/piece 
150- $2.80 per unit/piece 
200- $2.63 per unit/piece
 
https://www.customink.com/products/styles/sun-ray-sunglasses/279700?PK=279708 
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Pens

These pens are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer loyalty 
program. 

Pricing: 

Quantity 
250- $1.11 per unit/piece (250 minimum order on this product)
300- $1.05 per unit/piece 
400- $0.97 per unit/piece 
500- $0.91 per unit/piece 

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/nash-stylus-pen-black-ink/275500?PK=275504 
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Tote Bags

These tote bags are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer 
loyalty program. 

Pricing: 

Quantity 
50- $11.01 per unit/piece
100- $10.27 per unit/piece 
150- $9.99 per unit/piece 
200- $9.83 per unit/piece 

https://www.customink.com/products/styles/medium-100-cotton-boat-tote/324800?PK=324803
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Stickers
These stickers are promotional items that can be redeemed for points through the customer 
loyalty program.  

Pricing: 

Quantity 
60- $21.87 (3 pages) (can only order in increments of 20)
100- $36.45 (5 pages)
160- $50.32 (8 pages)
200- $49.90 (10 pages)

https://www.stickergiant.com/size-quantity 





Unfailing
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Media Plan

Media Objectives:

• Increase brand awareness by 10% 
to appeal and engage the target 
audience of 25-34 year old adults 

• Increase traffic to stores and 
websites by 10% throughout the 
year-long campaign

FOR THIS YEAR-LONG CAMPAIGN, AGENZ 
is proposing a 360-degree campaign 
with both traditional and digital media to 
appeal and engage the target audience of 
25-34 year old adults. The plan will increase 
brand awareness within the furniture retail 
industry and drive traffic to stores and the 
company website. The campaign will run 
from July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021. 
 The use of digital media will 
include sponsoring posts through already 
established and popular blogs and 
influencer accounts through Instagram, 
Facebook and Pinterest. Regular owned 
content will be posted four to six times 
per week on the official Badcock Facebook 
account. Instagram content should be 
posted three to five times per week. 
 Search terms will be utilized to 
increase brand awareness amongst 
competitors and within the industry. This 
will also drive traffic to the official Badcock 
website. In addition, banner ads will be 
utilized heavily during the summer months 
where the target audience is more likely to 
be moving and will be pulsed throughout 
the campaign to supplement outside 
media tactics.

 Native advertising will also be placed 
in interior design / financial planning 
blogs and online magazines. These 
advertisements would not only provide 
the consumer with home owning and 
money management advice, but it would 
also demonstrate the company’s care and 
concern that it has for its consumer base.

 In regards to traditional advertising,  
AgenZ is proposing the use of radio ads 
featured in rural and metropolitan areas 
where Badcock Home Furniture &more 
locations are within a 50-mile radius. 
Consumers traveling on the road during 
morning drives, afternoon drives and 
weekends typically fall within our target 
audience, and buying radio slots during 
this time will allow for greater reach. 
AgenZ also recommends placing ads 
within popular magazines with circulations 
specifically within the SouthEastern 
region, such as Better Home & Gardens. 
Consumers looking for inspiration and 
advice are directly introduced to Badcock 
Home Furniture &more, a company that 
has the practical solutions they are looking 

for.  

Strategies and 
Tactics
Social Media

Currently badcock has a large following 
on Facebook with over 250,000 page 
likes and local store pages. The local 
store pages range within 0-1000 page 
likes. The company is also on Instagram 
with multiple accounts that represent 
the different location branches of the 
franchise. Although there are multiple 

pages representing the Badcock name 



on both Facebook and Instagram,  the 
company currently does not have a strong 
social media presence. 
 AgenZ believes that Backcock 
Home Furnishings &More would benefit 
tremendously from utilizing sponsored 
social media. Social media will allow the 
company to engage with their consumers 
and increase overall brand awareness and 
brand loyalty. The target audience of 25-
34 year old adults is already utilizing social 
media on a daily basis therefore this two-
way communication will humanize this 
timeless family brand. 
 AgenZ recommends regular owned 
content will be posted four to six times 
per week on the official Badcock Facebook 
account. Instagram content should be 
posted three to five times per week. In 
addition to owned media being produced 
through the marketing agency and local 
branches, AgenZ recommends sponsoring 
posts on Instagram, Facebook and 
Pinterest to create and promote content. 
Pinterest is an additional useful tool that 
can be used to convey product offerings 
while also providing home decoration 
inspiration, reaching the consumer in a 
new, innovative way. Consumers are able 
to pin posts and share it to their followers, 
and the company gains new opportunities 
to direct more traffic to the website by 
providing direct links to products. 
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Search Terms

 Badcock does not currently utilize 
sponsored search terms. 

 AgenZ believes that sponsored 
search can be an effective and driving 
source of traffic for the Badcock. AgenZ 
recommends utilizing Google Ads to drive 
traffic to the Badcock website. Google Ads 
is a marketing tool used to allow easier 
navigation for specific searches. Google 
is currently the leading search engine and 
as of February 2020, Google has 92.07% 
of the market share. Utilizing search 
will allow the potential customer to find 
the Badcock brand and engage with the 
offerings. Google Ads can be utilized to 
target specific searches and  utilize geo-
targeting to drive traffic to the Badcock 

website and information. 

 AgenZ recommends sponsoring 
terms such as “furniture”, “classic furniture”, 
“furniture stores”, and “no credit furniture”, 
to highlight the offerings of Badcock and 
drive traffic to the website through general 
searches. We also recommend sponsoring 
competitor search terms. This will allow for 
the Badcock name to show when a major 

competitor's name is searched for. 
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Budget

Social Media
Facebook:$120,000
Instagram:$80,000
Pinterest: $72,00

Search
Google Ads: $100,000

Promotional 
Items: $128,000



Changeless
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Plan Evaluation

TO EVALUATE THE SUCCESS OF  
advertising and direct marketing, Agenz 
recommends looking to the company 
websites for insight. Website traffic 
and data will tell you how many visitors 
frequented your website, the type of 
visitors as well as the behavior of the user 
while on the website. The purpose of the 
advertisements and direct marketing is to 
increase brand awareness.

Advertising & Direct 
Marketing

Sales Promotion
TO EVALUATE THE  SUCCESS OF THE 
sales promotion, specifically the 
Rewards &more loyalty members, 
AgenZ recommends analyzing the data 
accumulated. For example, tracking 
the number of members who join, the 
purchases assigned to each account and 
the rate of point redemption are all good 
indicators of success. The rate of usage 
should show consistent, positive growth 
over time.   
 The success of vouchers can 
be evaluated through direct results. 
Consumers would either come in-store 
and use the voucher or will input the code 
online. This method of measurement is 
direct and effective.

Public Relations :
TO EVALUATE SUCCESS FOR THE PUBLIC 
relations efforts described earlier, AgenZ 

recommends Badcock Home Furniture 
&more constantly checks their social 
media mentions and reviews that are left 
on all platforms, whether it be Google 
reviews, YouTube comments, or Yelp 
reviews. All of this qualitative feedback 
is a good metric in determining general 
community sentiments about Badcock. 
We also the company to always be aware 
of brand mentions in the local and national 

news.  

Media Plan
IN ORDER TO EVALUATE THE SUCCESS 
of the media plan. AgenZ recommends 
continually tracking delivery goals to 
ensure the campaign is on track. For 
Facebook,Instagram, and Pinterest  paid 
social ads and owned content ads we 
recommend using Google Analytics to 
evaluate the success. Google Analytics 
can provide an overall spend, cost per 
action , number of trials, and quality of 
trials. The Google Ad keywords can be 
evaluated through Google’s conversion 

tracking tools. 



Immutable
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Appendix
Complete Survey Report: bit.ly/ForBadcockFurniture

Industry Analysis
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Thank You!



Thank you from 
AgenZ

 
We hope you enjoyed!
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Our Team 




